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General 

We had received considerable amount of rain this month with a big 

storm on the 3rd. Both the Mara East and the new Mara Rianta 

dams filled to the brims and all the water courses in the 

conservancy. The conservancy is now slowly recuperating following 

the heavy rains especially the central part of the conservancy and 

the blocks set aside for the fattening herd. 

We have completed the preparations on the conservancy work plan 

for 2018 and submitted it to GMM board on the 20th. This document 

will act a guideline for Seiya operations and for both Mara North 

and Naboisho conservancies. 

Officials from the Band foundation visited MNC on the 25th mainly to 

oversee the implementation of the cattle enterprise, they reiterated 

their support to fattening herd project in Mara North. 

We held the compensation scheme review meeting on the 26th this 

was a brainstorming session attended by the LOC sub-committee 

on compensation and management, we deliberated on the progress 

and challenges as well as ways of improving it to be more 

sustainable, we are greatly aided by a research done by Mr Michael 

Munk a masters student from the Aarhus University in Denmark, 

under the title making sense of human wildlife conflict in pastoral 

areas of Maasai Mara. The research brought out areas needing 

improvement, among them the training the compensation officers 

on the correct use and reading of GPS, thorough on-site 

verification. 

The LOC met on the 30th they deliberated on various issues 

including governance, cattle enterprise and cultural manyatta policy. 

Following the proposal to reduce the current number of landowners 

committee members a consensus was reached, and seven 

members voluntarily retire from the committee to allow the 

restructuring of the LOC to include five women. We thank them for 

their support over the years. 

Wildlife 

The conservancy looks spectacular with lots of wildlife. Wildebeest 

and Zebras numbers appears to have dwindled in the first three 

weeks of the month. We had several herds of buffalos and 

elephants in the conservancy. We have had exceptional leopard 

sightings between Serian and Neptune camps, Enchoro Naibor and 

at the Leopard Gorge, cheetah sighting also remained throughout 

the month. 

Cheli pride had new additions this month, one female was sighted 

on the 2rd of January with three tiny cubs near the maternity area in 

zone one. We have written to all camps managers to advise guides 

to avoid visiting the area until the lioness is ready to show her cubs. 

Eight wild dogs were sighted on the 15th and 28th near Oliopa dam 

and around Mara Bush homes, it appears that the number of wild 

dogs is increasing in the area but very difficult to clearly spot them 

in the thick bushes. 
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Zones 

We held Lemek Hills community baraza on the 15th January, this 

follows the deliberations of the zone meeting held on the 8th at 

Saruni camp. The main agenda was to engage the landowners who 

have fenced their land to bring down the fences particularly on 

leased land regardless of the size of the fence on it. The baraza 

was attended by about fifty landowners and we explained to them in 

detailed the threats of fencing in the zone and the concern raised by 

the tourism partners. The managers for both Saruni and Mara Bush 

homes were also in attendance and raised their concern as well. 

The community members present acknowledged the fact that if 

indeed the trend continues it will have detrimental effect not only to 

those who have fenced off their land but to the entire Lemek Hills 

community. Most of the those present agreed in principle that they 

will demolish the fences by the end of the month, we then held 

follow up meetings on the 20th and 31st. After this meetings Lemeria 

Nchoe(1371) demolished an electric fence on his plot and move it 

to Emorijoi.. Simon Sermentei(4174), Martin Sermetei(4180), 

Joseph Koonyi(1341) fences were 90% demolished on the 31st.  We 

anticipate that more demolition will continue in February. We had 

emphasized to the landowners that those who would not 

demolished their fences by the end of the month, Mara North 

Holdings may issue letters of intend to take legal action or even 

stop lease payments The LOC resolved that notices will be issued 

to all the landowners with fences on leased land by the beginning 

February and this will ensure that due process is followed.  

Due to the need to ensure greater ranger presence in Lemek Hills, 

we have set up a temporary ranger station in Naishi area using the 

two-man tents as ranger housing and deploy a team of four 

rangers. The team main patrol area will be areas around Naishi 

forest to Ole yiale valley, while the other team based at Mara Bush 

homes will patrol Oliopa to the boundaries of Ol Choro and 

Enoonkishu conservancies. We had marked boundaries of corridor 

that links Viale Valley and Oliopa through Naishi. 

 

 

Grazing continues across the zones as planned, though with 

challenges due to the lack of sufficient pasture across all the zones. 

Following the rains received this month we had purpose to minimise 

grazing in the middle of the conservancy to allow it recover. Mara 
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Rianta cattle grazed areas around Musiara for last four weeks and 

the herds in Mara East grazed areas around former Sanaka 

settlements, we then moved the zone mobile boma to the border of 

OMC on the 28th opening blocks around Enkuyanai rangers station. 

In Lemek Hills we had open an area around Inkelai boma and the 

blocks north of Saruni camp. 

We have had immense grazing pressure in Olare Orok Enkikwei 

zone which have resulted to even violence confrontations between 

the herders and our rangers. On 21st two herds of cattle belonging 

to the former Member of the Narok county assembly Mr. Joseph 

Ketuyio and Meleta Naurori attempted to forcefully settle on a 

leased plot in Ngorbobob plains so that they can graze into the 

reserve at night but were denied by our rangers and in the process 

one ranger was injured however we managed to arrest two herders 

and took them to Mulot police station, the culprits were arraigned in 

court on the 22nd but were released on bond of Ksh 30,000. We are 

considering dissolving the normal rotational grazing plan in the zone 

then divide equally the current number of cattle to both Mara East 

and Mara Rianta zones. The area left after excluding the no grazing 

areas and the fattening herd blocks will not sustain the over 4000 

herds of cattle throughout the year. The table below indicates the 

current number of cattle grazing in the conservancy. 

 

 

 

 

Settlements 

We have finalised negotiations of moving three more houses and a sheep boma in Enkikwei manyatta. Amos Leperes and Yiamboi Liaram 

have agree to move out to Endoyio Erinka and Mara Rianta respectively. The agreed relocations payments for the two landowners have been 

approved and demolitions will commence early February. We shall continue with the individual house approach within Enkikwei manyatta 

throughout 2018. 

Infrastructure 

Masai Mara Wildlife Conservancies Association contracted Adrew Aho to do roads in the conservancies.  He had commenced the construction 

of a 24km road network in Mara North, late this month. 

Staff 

We have conducted our annual rangers transfers in the first week of the month, then shared contacts of the rangers in charge of various 

stations across the zones to the camp managers for easy communication in case of any emergency. 

Zone Current cattle Nos 

Mara rianta  4431 

Olare Orok Enkikwei 4727 

Mara East 3376 

Lemek hills 1323 

Total 13857 
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We have completed our staff appraisal exercise on the 21st and we are glad that none of staff members fell in the worst category of 

unsatisfactory performance throughout 2017. We shall carry out a mid-year review and use these records to make future promotions. 

Revenue  

Below is a list of fines collected in January 2018. 

 

January Focus Analysis 

Item Status 

Hold Lemek hills zone meeting Done 

Hold compensation review meeting Done 

Do annual rangers transfers Done 

Submit annual work plan Not yet. 

Put roofing over uniports at Mara east Not Yet 

  

Focus for February 2018 

• Put roofing over unit ports in Mara east 

• Hold settlement subcommittee meeting. 

• Hold guides meeting. 

• Put do not litter signs along the main road 

• Train compensation officers on the proper use of GPS 

• Follow up fences demolitions in Lemek hills. 

14/01/2018 5,000.00             Ben Tira Enkuyanai

16/01/2018 5,000.00             Loosupuko Sananka Nkobob

18/01/2018 5,000.00             Miton Rakwa Enkikwei

11/01/2018 5,000.00             Doti Ketuyio Musiara

Total 20,000.00           


